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Dear ,
Not that many people in the world dare dabbling with the dead. Except for Dr. Jim Beveridge of Johnnie Walker.
Defunct distilleries, like Port Ellen of Islay which shuttered its doors in 1983, has over the years garnered a
legendary, almost sacred and thus inviolable, standing among its fans. If you are one of them, we invite you to come
taste Johnnie Walker's reinterpretation of Port Ellen with us in this upcoming whisky dinner at Le Pinacle.
Let us give you 3 reasons why you should try it.
1.

Every whisky component is at least 20 years old in this release.

2.

Every bottle has a portion of Port Ellen whisky distilled back in the golden era; blended with 7

other rare whiskies. Of all 7, 2 of them are from other defunct distilleries. (That means you taste 3 "ghosts"
in one sip.)
3.

Due to ultra limited allocation, we are NOT selling this direct. You are welcome to come join it

at the upcoming whisky dinner at Le Pinacle. If you like it after you try it, we may try to secure an
allocation for you from Johnnie Walker. Pre-requisite is that you must have come to try it.
Extra information about this Port Ellen-inspired concoction: it is not Dr. Jim Beveridge's first attempt to create "Meet
the Ghost" chances for whisky lovers. Last year it started with him reinterpreting Brora, another legendary distillery
that was closed since 1983, just like Port Ellen. Another amazing gem - if you manage to find it.

Johnnie Walker Blue Label Ghost & Rare - Port Ellen
Flavour:
The ghost whiskies from Caledonianand Carsebridge add layers of creamy, vanilla sweetness whilst rare malt expressions from Mortlach,
Dailuaine, Cragganmore, Blair Athol and Obandeliver rolling waves of waxy citrus, rich malt and tropical fruit flavours -all perfectly balanced
by the maritime smokiness of Port Ellen that lingers in the long and warming finish of this exceptional whisky.
Serve:
Best enjoyed neat, alternating with sips of iced water on the side, to reveal layer upon layer of rich malt and tropical fruit flavours.

Want to try Johnnie Walker's reinterpretation of Port Ellen? Join us on December 6th to try it for yourself! Reserve
your place via +852 6481 0000 or cs@wineworld.com.hk.

Johnnie Walker & Sons King George V

Johnnie Walker & Sons King George V Edition belnds some of the rarest whiskies from distilleries in existence during the reign of King George V
from 1910 to 1936. The blend's extraordinary and distinctive taste derives from the inclusion of award-winning single malts drawn from
precious casks of Port Ellen whisky from the Isle of Islay.

It is an opulent and regal blend. Sensuous, layered and intense, the Johnnie Walker & Sons King George V is a kaleidoscope of flavours and
aromas. Hints of roasted nuts, dark chocolcate and an imposing sweet smokiness combine elegantly with suggestions of honey, citrus orange
and rose petals. This is an extremely complex luxury whisky.

Full Johnnie Walker offerings (all in individual gift box)

Wine

Per bottle

Buy 6 or more

Buy 12 or more

Johnnie Walker Black Label 12 years

$268

-

-

Johnnie Walker Double Black Label

$398

-

$388

Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve

$450

-

$440

Johnnie Walker 18 Years

$600

-

$580

Johnnie Walker Blue Label

$1,290

$1,230

-

Johnnie Walker Blue Label King George V

$4,980

-

-

Johnnie Walker JW & Sons Odyssey

$7,880

-

-

Free delivery for order >HK$3,000. Order subject to final confirmation and while stocks last. Please feel free to
contact us if you need any wine service and portfolio valuation advice.

Self pickup available at WineWorld Retail Showroom
1/F, Le Pinacle, Block 3, Connaught Garden, 155 Connaught Road West, Western District (5 minutes walk from Sai Yin
Pun MTR station Exit B3).
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